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Korcoin is a platform where you have the real power to manage your wealth. Our 
commitment is to build a coin with a strong focus on an open-source foundation. You 
will be the one to decide what you want to buy and also where and at what time you 
want to buy. You will have complete authority without any kind of restrictions. 

The idea of the token is to create a way that the whole world can use one token which 
is korcoin. Transactions here are super fast, safe and easy as well. 

The problem people are facing nowadays is that banks and governments decide how 
we as people must live our lives but now we have come up with the solution that is a 
token by the people and for the people.

 A token with its multi-vendor website will be a peer-to-peer system. 
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Introduction

Korcoin has its multi-vendor website which is korcoin.store where everybody who 
wants to sell or offer their services can join the multi-vendor website and place what 
they are selling. The only way to pay is by using korcoins. Our goal is to provide 
convenience and efficiency to clients, gaining loyalty as well as revenue. We are right 
now giving coins away for free.

The Korcoins will be free till  28 of January 2022 at 10pm.
Everybody who contacts us by whats app  +5999-6921157 will get 5 dollars worth of 
crypto from us. It is like a modern airdrop. We ask our community not to do anything 
with the korcoin for 6 months until the korcoins store website is fully functional.

We hope korcoins will not decrease in value, the reason being that the multi-vendor 
website which we create can be used by all our community to buy and sell or get paid 
in Korcoins. We have a limited supply of 200 million tokens 

By joining our korcoin community you will have freedom of doing business without 
anyone telling you what to do or charging you fees, you will be your boss. Now, what 
are you waiting for? Hurry up! 
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CaddieCoin.net

Features

Reliable & Low Cost
Trading powered by Stellar Blockchain Network

Ultra Fast & low transaction fees
Easy payment integration where transfers happen, as it seems, near the speed of light. 
It has other benefits such as a transaction fee of less than a cent.

Highly Scalable
Stellar is one of the largest and fastest-growing blockchain platforms out there, It has 
excellent scalability.

Decentralize Network
Decentralized platforms are more secure because there’s no possibility of multiple 
users losing their funds.
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Features

Reliable & Low Cost
No more worries about expensive transaction fees. A transaction fee of less than a 
cent.

Worldwide transactions
Korcoins are available to the whole world. Transactions are especially useful for inter-
national transfers.

Highly Scalable
Stellar is one of the largest and fastest-growing blockchain platforms out there, It has 
excellent scalability.

Ultra Fast & secure
Easy payment integration where transfers happen, as it seems, near the speed of light. 
Trading is powered by Stellar Blockchain Network
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Tokenomics
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Korcoin

KOR
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200,000,000

GBCNPFT2RSFBHRE6CRLWFWJ7EY62YQSWOEAMOVTXWBVXAJ7D6YZGSCSM
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Roadmap

With the help of our teams ,contributors and investors we hope to achieve all our 
milestones as soon as possible.

      We plan to add several features and services in the succeeding months.

      We expect to grow our community with the initial step being free korcoin giveaways

     Expecting to grow to 10000 asset holders with even more frequent luxury prizes 
giveaways as well as weekly draws for coins.

     Website Upgrade listing on more exchanges cooperating with other projects Strate-
gic partnerships with trusted companies.

     We aim to reach maximum korcoin holders and expand our community in the near 
future.
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Roadmap
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September 2021
Idea &

Team Building

November 2021
Website &

Whitepaper Launch

December 2021
Marketing &
Advertising

March 2022
International Store
launch accepting 

KOR

Jaunary 2022
Partnership for the 
future EcoSystem

October 2021
Platform

Development

May 2022
KOR crypto 

exchange launch

September 2022
Roadmap 2.0 for 

next 10 years
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Supported by
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THANK YOU!
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